Objective: To assess between-hospital variations in standardized in-hospital mortality ratios of community-acquired pneumonia (CAP), and identify possible leads for quality improvement. Design: We used an administrative database to estimate standardized in-hospital mortality ratios for 111 Belgian hospitals, by carrying out a set of hierarchical logistic regression models, intended to disentangle therapeutic attitudes and biases. To facilitate the detection of false-negative/positive results, we added an inconclusive zone to the funnel plots, derived from the results of the study. Data quality was validated by comparison with (i) alternative data from the largest Belgian Sickness Fund, (ii) published German hospital data and (iii) the results of an on-site audit. Setting: All Belgian hospital discharge records from 2004 to 2007. Study participants: A total of 111 776 adult patients were admitted for CAP. Main outcome measure: Risk-adjusted standardized in-hospital mortality ratios. Results: Out of the 111 hospitals, we identified five and six outlying hospitals, with standardized mortality ratios of CAP consistently on the extremes of the distribution, as providing possibly better or worse care, respectively, and 18 other hospitals as having possible quality weaknesses/strengths. At the individuals' level of the analysis, adjusted odds ratios showed the paramount importance of old age, comorbidity and mechanical ventilation. The data compared well with the different validation sources. Conclusions: Despite the limitations inherent to administrative data, it seemed possible to establish inter-hospital differences in standardized in-hospital mortality ratios of CAP and to identify leads for quality improvement. Monitoring is needed to assess progress in quality.
Introduction
Inter-hospital comparisons of community-acquired pneumonia (CAP) standardized in-hospital mortality ratios (CAP-SMRs) may lead to an improved understanding of contextual influences on CAP, one of the leading causes of hospital admission, social and economic costs, and death throughout the world [1] . However, this type of comparison requires sufficiently reliable data, which can be challenging if these data serve multiple purposes (e.g. both reimbursement and quality assurance). Inadequate risk-adjustment and creep pose threats to data reliability such that widely used proprietary risk-adjustment may yield erroneous conclusions. Unfortunately, recommended severity scores [2, 3] , laboratory data and physiologic information [4] are often not recorded in administrative databases, such as the ones we used here. Despite these imperfections, comparative information derived from administrative data is frequently put forward as a basis for quality improvement [5] .
In an effort to encourage the hospital system to assume responsibility, the Belgian Ministry of Public Health decided to foster initiatives of quality improvement. To this end, a limited set of indicators was selected from the AHRQ Inpatient Quality Indicators, including the CAP-SMR [6] . We aimed, by establishing the existence of interhospital differences in CAP-SMR, (i) to evaluate to which extent Belgian discharge records allow the assessment of quality of care in the field of CAP, and (ii) to identify starting points for improvement.
Methods

Data source
Belgian hospitals are required to register discharge data, stored in the so-called the Minimal Clinical Data (MCD) database. It includes an unbounded number of ICD-9-CM coded diagnoses and procedures for each admission, which allows computing the Charlson's comorbidity index (CCI) (see Appendix 1: Charlson's comorbidity index, D'Hoore implementation) [7] . However, results of laboratory investigations, technical examinations such as X-rays, or patients' socio-economic status (SES) are not included. Moreover, the ICD-9-CM classification provides only limited information about severity of illness. The notion of 'intensity of care', based on the registration of invasive mechanical ventilation (IMV), non-invasive mechanical ventilation (NMV) and, otherwise, basic care (see Appendix 2: ICD-9 codes), allowed us to a certain extent to fill this gap [2, 8] .
Validity of the MCD data
A complementary Belgian data source, the Carenet hospitalization database (see Appendix 3: The Carenet hospitalization database), operating independently from the MCD database, was used to investigate the validity of the MCD data. Apart from a patient's age, gender and survival, it provides hospitalization data including primary and secondary diagnoses, patient and hospital identifiers and time and date of hospitalization. Carnet enabled us to compare between both registries the in-hospital 30-day mortality rates of hospitalized CAP globally and by age classes.
In addition, we compared the MCD's age distribution, age-specific incidence and the proportion of patients, admitted to hospital for CAP and who died during the follow-up period, with previously published German hospital data [2] . These German data had been collected according to a predefined quality report sheet as part of a nationwide mandatory performance measurement program.
Finally, we compared the MCD data with the results of audits, carried out by public service physicians, who compared the registered diagnostic codes with the original medical files, applying reference coding rules.
Definition of the study population
In the MCD database, all admissions (n = 146 857) having CAP [6] as principal diagnosis in the years 2004-07 (see Appendix1: ICD-9-CM codes) were selected. Records without information regarding vital status at discharge (n = 77), or concerning ages <18 years (n = 37 044) or pregnant women (N = 127) or transfers to another hospital (n = 2102) were excluded. Thus, we retained 107 507 CAP patients. Striving for completeness rather than strictly applying the coding principles, we also included records with acute respiratory failure (ARF) as principal and CAP as secondary diagnosis (n = 4269), ending up with a potential study population of 111 776 observations, across 128 hospitals.
In the absence of personal identifiers, incidences were estimated excluding stays of patients transferred to another hospital (n = 769).
Concentrating on an inter-hospital comparison and in order to obtain statistical stability, we further excluded 17 hospitals registering fewer than 80 observations during the period 2004-07 (n = 141 stays) or fatalities in patients with an LOS < 3 days (n = 2665). The latter are highly dependent on the clinical status of the patient at presentation, whereas late mortality seems to be associated more closely with clinical management factors [9] . This way we obtained an interhospital study population of 108 213 cases admitted to 111 hospitals.
Statistical methods
Since data of neither out-of-hospital cases nor out-of-hospital fatalities were available, our outcome of interest was the CAP-SMR. This standardized mortality ratio, defined as 100 times the ratio of the observed deaths (O) to the expected deaths (E), was constructed to identify both high-and low-performance quality outliers [10] . The expected deaths are the counterfactual, unobservable mortality experience, estimated from a hierarchical model, commonly applied in the field of hospital performance [10] [11] [12] .
Hospitals with an SMR < 100 and a confidence interval not including 100 are considered high-performance outliers. Conversely, hospitals with an SMR > 100 and a confidence interval not including 100 are considered low-performance outliers. We constructed a hierarchical model, in this case, a mixed-effects multiple logistic regression model, with hospitals as random intercepts, accounting for withinhospital correlations [13] :
with p ij the probability that patient j within hospital i dies, β the vector of regression coefficients for X ij , the matrix of risk-adjustment variables for the jth patient at the ith hospital. The model intercept is given by α and b i is the hospital-specific random intercepts i , usually taken to be normally distributed with mean zero and standard deviation to be estimated. For each hospital i, we calculated both the observed (O i ) and expected (E i ) number of fatalities:
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β is the vector of fitted regression coefficients and n i the number of CAP hospitalizations in hospital i. Since the random intercept component of the hierarchical model accounts for between-hospital variability, only the fixed-effects coefficientsβ were used to calculate the expected deaths, thus removing the impact of individual hospital quality on the expected mortality. In other words, the probability of death for a patient treated at an 'average quality' hospital (with random intercept b i = 0) [13] is estimated.
From the observed and expected number of fatalities, we calculated the standardized mortality ratio (SMR i ) for hospital i as SMR i = O i /E i × 100, that should be interpreted as a percentage deviation from the hypothetical average hospital. As we are modeling the ratio of the number of fatalities over the number of cases and since the criteria for approaching this binomial distribution by a Poisson distribution were not met, a hierarchical logistic regression was chosen. The SMRs are graphically represented using funnel plots with control limits based on the 99.8-and 95-percentiles of the exact binomial distribution as described in Spiegelhalter [14] .
In our mixed-effects multiple logistic regression model, a generalized linear mixed model (GLMM), parameter estimation was carried out using an integral approximation method (the Gauss-Hermite quadrature with specification of 50 quadrature points), that numerically evaluates the marginal log-likelihood of the model. The advantage of this method is that it manipulates the likelihood and all of its derived quantities with high precision. By choosing the number of quadrature points sufficiently highly, arbitrary precision can be reached. As a consequence, trustworthy point estimates, standard errors, confidence intervals and likelihood ratio test statistics result. Thus, we were able to reject the hypothesis test of no random effects (P < 0.0001) implying significant inter-hospital differences.
To assess the need to include interactions, we fitted a series of models starting from a main effects model (M1) and successively introducing interaction variables. Although statistically significant interaction terms were present, we retained the main effects model as the 'initial model', starting point of our sensitivity analysis. Our choice was guided by the ease of its interpretation and by the modest improvement by adding interaction terms in the modeling (see Supplementary file: Modeling CAP mortality). The scaled Pearson statistic for the conditional distribution (0.95) did not suggest a problem of over-or under-dispersion.
Recognizing the limitations of administrative data regarding selection bias, inadequate risk-adjustment and other biases indirectly arising from differences in medical practices and in attitudes, including (i) whether or not providing IMV/NMV, (ii) early discharging patients (especially of terminal patients), (iii) artificially increasing of the casemix and (iv) withholding optimal care in the elderly, whether or not by request of patient or family, we tried to take these biases into account by carrying out a sensitivity analysis. Therefore, we constructed two models, excluding from the analysis, respectively, patients discharged during the first week (as a proxy for early discharge) and patients aged over 79 years. Subsequently, we fitted two additional models wherein no adjustment was made, respectively, for intensity of care and comorbidities.
Moreover, random intercepts are believed to remove some of the biases typical of hospital-based registries as a result of differences including case-definition, case-ascertainment, coding and SES [15] . Also, the choice of analyzing a cause-specific SMR is considered more-reliable than that of a hospital-wide one [16] .
Alternative statistical approaches in the domain of CAP-related mortality, e.g. risk prediction models [3] and data driven rules to predict mortality [4] , could not be applied due to the absence of recommended severity scores, laboratory data and physiologic information in our data.
Funnel plots
We generated scatter plots of the hospitals' SMR, against the number of admitted patients (the 'volume'). The vertical and horizontal axes of the plot represent the values of the SMR and of the volume, respectively, with 99.8 and 95% control limits. Taking the possible confounding effects of unmeasured or mismeasured variables into account [17] , we delimited an inconclusive zone (shaded on the graphs), including all SMRs finding themselves between 33% above and 25% below the reference SMR of 100. It was intended to facilitate the detection of false-negative results in small hospitals and false-positive results in large hospitals. The fitted model and the event proportion of the 'average Belgian hospital' are displayed in footnotes.
Given these limits, five performance categories are usually [14] defined, ranging from 'action' (above or equal to the upper bound of the 99.8% limits); over 'alarm' (above or equal to the upper bound of the 95% limits, but lower than the upper bound of the 99.8% limits), 'normal', 'good' (below or equal to the lower bound of the 95% limits, but higher than the lower bound of the 99.8% limits); to 'excellent' (below or equal to the lower bound of the 99.8% limits).
However, to interpret the results of the sensitivity analysis, we defined a hospital's performance as 'To be assessed' when the performance category changed by more than one contiguous category. Otherwise, if the performance category equaled 'Excellent' or 'Action' in one of the analyses, we labeled the hospital 'Possibly better' or 'Possibly worse' performing, respectively. Hospitals belonging to the categories 'Action' or 'Excellent' are numbered in the figures. A further, 'To be assessed' category, consisted of hospitals finding themselves in the sensitivity analysis at least once outside the inconclusive zone. A final, 'Normally performing', category encompassed the remaining hospitals. All analyses were carried out in SAS 9.2. The program code used to create the funnel plots is freely available from the authors.
The study being (i) of a retrospective, non-interventional type and (ii) anonymous with respect to patients, no approval by an ethics committee is required under the Belgian law.
Results
Patient and hospital characteristics
The proportion of patients who died during the follow-up period in the MCD inter-hospital study population amounted to 12.13% (95% CI: 11.93-12.32) overall, 12.88% (95% CI: 12.62-13.15) in males and 11.15% (95% CI: 10.87-11.44) in females. In the case of ARF, this proportion amounted to 37.62% (95% CI: 35.67-39.61) in males and 34.63% (95% CI: 32.32-37.01) in females.
In both sexes, we observed the highest admission numbers (more than 50%) in the age window of 70-89 years and increasing mortality ratios with increasing age (Table 1) . Conversely, although higher in deceased patients of both sexes, IMV markedly decreased with increasing age: from ∼40% in age-class 40-49 years to 20% in age-class 80-89 years.
The volume of patients admitted varied hugely between hospitals. Adjusted odds ratios (Table 2) showed the paramount importance of old age, multiple comorbidities and IMV. Small volume, admission from another hospital or from a rest and nursing home, and, to a 0 0 941 n/a n/a n/a 5 0 666 n/a n/a n/a 5 1 0 762 n/a n/a n/a 4 0 543 n/a n/a n/a 4 2 0 1089 n/a n/a n/a 5 0 731 n/a n/a n/a 
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Validity of the data
Comparing MCD's estimate of the in-hospital 30-day rate with the Carenet data, we obtained quite similar overall and age-specific Range  Q1  22  171  510  339  Q2  21  518  696  178  Q3  23  697  928  231  Q4  22  938  1327  389  Q5  23  1359  3651  2292 Dec., deceased; OR, odds ratio; 95% CI, 95% confidence interval, rounded to the nearest unit; Col%, column percent; ARF, acute respiratory failure as principal diagnosis; IMV, invasive mechanical ventilation; n/a, not applicable; NMV, non-invasive mechanical ventilation; Volume, number of admissions with CAP as principal diagnosis. figures (Fig. 1) . In addition, striking similarities between the MCD and published German data were observed regarding in-hospital age distribution, age-specific incidence rates, and age-specific proportions of patients who died during the follow-up period (Fig. 1) .
Finally, an on-site audit on 4093 medical files concluded that the auditor agreed in the large majority of cases (82%) with the coded hospital diagnosis. In another 14% of cases, the coded hospital diagnosis seemed still to deserve a 'CAP likely' type of conclusion, whereas in 4% of the cases, the auditor assigned a code to the principal diagnosis, corresponding to another, clearly not CAP-related pathology. The type of conclusion, however, considerably varied across hospitals.
Inter-hospital comparison
According to our definitions, 5 hospitals were classified as 'Possibly better performing', 7 as 'Possibly worse performing', 18 as 'To be assessed' and 81 as 'Normally performing' (Table 3) . To somewhat facilitate the interpretation, we also provided the registered intensity of care, by category, as well as the corresponding national percentages. The five hospitals of supposedly 'better' quality found themselves in the sensitivity analyses most often below the inconclusive zone (Fig. 2) , suggesting a real survival excess. Six hospitals, labeled as 'possibly worse' performing, presented the opposite image, suggesting a real mortality excess. No single potential starting point for improvement became apparent, with the exception of underuse of IMV/NMV in Hospital 37 combined with a lower SMR in the intensity-of-care-excluded-analysis. A seventh hospital (number 62) deserves a more cautious interpretation since it exclusively treats cancer patients. This may largely explain its extreme position in the basic analysis, as well as the huge SMR in the CCI-excluded-analysis and the less intensive care provided.
Discussion
In the context of the growing literature [18] [19] [20] [21] refining the concept of continuous quality improvement [22] , calling for the development of suitable methods and setting standards to stimulate and conduct a quality of care improvement study, the comparison of inter-hospital mortality rates has drawn attention for decades and may give the initial impetus to the conduct of a national clinical audit [12, 21, 23, 24] . Our study demonstrated methods that can be applied to administrative databases in order to unveil considerable inter-hospital differences in CAP-SMR. Our results suggested true differences in quality of care deserving further investigation.
Adding an inconclusive zone to the funnel plot may not only help reveal the presence of both false-positive and false-negative outliers, but, more importantly, it takes into account the magnitude of the SMR's departure. The choice of the limits was inspired by the literature [17] and may find some support in the divergent male versus female ORs in our and the German study [2] .
The sensitivity analysis on the other hand allowed us to a certain extent (i) to disentangle therapeutic attitudes from quality of care, and (ii) to remove some of the biases due to inadequate risk-adjustment and to gaming. For instance, a model not adjusted for mechanical ventilation-a resource-intensive procedure shown to be recorded most accurately [25] -may induce a change of quality toward a lesser category than that of the adjusted model. Yet this procedure may be a sign of good quality, in line with the hospital's case-mix and required intensity of care, thus suggesting good quality, a finding that may be confirmed by the registered intensity of care. Similarly, a relatively high proportion of patients with LOS <8 days may be indicative of gaming, by discharging patients who are past saving [26, 27] . Therefore, the exclusion of such patients can reduce bias into the in-hospital mortality comparisons due to differential follow-up [28] . Likewise, through the exclusion of patients aged 80+ or by withdrawing comorbidity Id, anonymous hospital identifier; LOSses < 8 days, the model wherein observations with LOSses of <8 days are excluded; Patients 80 years+ excluded, the model wherein patients aged 80 years or more are excluded; Intensity of care excluded, the model not adjusted for intensity of care; CCI excluded, the model not adjusted for CCI; SMR, standardized mortality ratio, rounded to the nearest unit; P, conclusion based on control limits of the funnel plot (E, excellent; G, good; Al, alarm; Ac, action; N, normal); Zone: SMR outside the inconclusive zone (Y, yes/N, no); Volume, volume in terms of quintiles; Quality: better/less: possibly better/less performing hospital-Assess: to be assessed performance. Registered intensity of care (%), registered intensity of care (expressed in %) as carried out in the individual hospitals and nationally (displayed in the row 'Nat': 'National') (I, invasive mechanical ventilation; NI, non-invasive mechanical ventilation; B, basic care).
from the modeling, an attempt was made to assess the possible effects on the SMRs of therapeutic attitudes as well as patient or next of kin wishes [2] , respectively, or of up-coding phenomena.
Both techniques added value to the initial model of our interhospital analysis, that resulted in the identification of five and six outlying hospitals as providing possibly better or worse care, respectively. These 11 hospitals, identified as outliers, found themselves consistently on the extremes of the SMR distribution and often outside the inconclusive zone. Given the 99.8% control limits and although no over-dispersion was present, the number of 11 hospitals identified as 'out-of-control' is higher than the expected 0.2% risk of a false alarm [29] , suggesting we are dealing with a number of truly outlying hospitals within this group. Approaching the problem in this way, we feel to have reckoned with (i) considerable biases due to inadequate risk-adjustment and to gaming, common in administrative data, and (ii) differences in therapeutic attitudes. Furthermore, our approach disclosed possible quality weaknesses or strengths for some of the 18 hospitals, labeled 'To be assessed'. According to the funnel plot of the initial model ( Fig. 2 and Table 3 ), only three (35, 44, 45 ) of them could be labeled 'excellent'. However, based on our pre-set definitions (see the Methods section), these hospitals fall in the 'to-be-assessed' category, notwithstanding their barely changing SMRs. This may be due to the influence of the sample size on the control limits by excluding observations (patients aged 80 years and more or LOS <8 days), to therapeutic attitudes regarding the provision of certain types of care to elderly patients (Hospital 44), to discharge practices (Hospital 45) or due to the removal of an adjustment (intensity of care in Hospital 35). For similar reasons, Hospital 10, to be labeled as 'Good' according to the funnel plot and finding itself below the inconclusive zone, is rated 'to-be-assessed'. Although within the inconclusive zone, two large-size hospitals (71 and 89) are labeled as deserving 'Action', which may be due to a suboptimal use of mechanical ventilation, suggested by the 'Intensity-of care-excluded-analysis'. Seven hospitals (4, 14, 19, 23, 43 , 55 and 95) designated as 'Alarm' or 'Action' and four hospitals (9, 47, 81and 106) accredited as 'Normal' in the initial model received no clue for improvement from the sensitivity analysis. Hospital 29, labeled 'Normal' on four subanalyses, had four times an 'SMR below the inconclusive zone', suggesting better quality.
Since pneumonia care may be provided in an out-patient setting, selection biases [30] may occur and require a cautious interpretation of the in-hospital findings. However, the striking resemblance between the MCD and German Hospital data, the similarity between MCD and Carenet data concerning both the overall and the age-specific inhospital mortality and the results of the audit are reassuring for the validity of the data regarding mortality in hospitalized CAP patients and its determinants.
In addition to the already discussed biases, we faced several study limitations, including the lack of laboratory results, of radiological and of clinical findings such as mental confusion and severity of illness [31, 32] . Although 'intensity of care' may perform well as a proxy for severity of illness [8] , the completeness of its registration in our administrative data remains uncertain. The preceding encouraged us to label our inter-hospital results a 'screening', that has to be further investigated, rather than 'assessing' quality of care.
Adding a sensitivity analysis and introducing an inconclusive zone in the analysis may be considered strengths of our study. Also the observed adjusted mortality ORs according to age, comorbidity and invasive ventilator support are congruous with the literature [2, 30, 33] . The gender divide in favor of the females is rather small but in accordance with two sizable cohort studies [30, 34] albeit not with a third study [2] . Our finding of a doubled mortality risk in patients admitted from a rest and nursing home, conceivably at risk of Healthcare Associated Pneumonia (HCAP), is in line with the literature [33, 35] . By selecting pneumonia as principal diagnosis, we avoided the inclusion of cases of nosocomial pneumonia that should be coded as secondary diagnoses. We further excluded short-term fatalities to avoid potential hospital-bias related to early unavoidable deaths [9] .
Although, we did not find direct clues to assess specific departures from evidence-based practices, our sensitivity analysis tentatively indicated areas of possible betterment. In addition, the sizeable interhospital differences suggested real differences in quality of care. As a first step to quality improvement, monitoring of CAP-SMRs seems needed to assess whether this quality divide is fading away. For each recorded hospitalization, a discharge record includes a list of primary and optional secondary diagnoses as free text fields, which usually includes ICD9-coding or diagnoses in text. In this diagnosis field, we performed a text string search to identify CAP cases with pneumonia based on ICD9 code or the text string (see Appendix 2, Table A3 ).
Authors' contributions
For members of the National Alliance of Christian Sickness Funds (NACSF), one of the seven sickness funds, we linked CAP hospitalizations to patient characteristics (age, gender and survival). The NACSF membership, ∼44% of the Belgian population, shows a slight overrepresentation of the older age groups and a small underrepresentation of the unemployed.
All analyses based on the joint information in the Carenet and NACSF internal databases were performed at NACSF under supervision of a social security physician. The other research partners received no personally identifiable information (including small cells) from NACSF. Table A3 ICD 9 code
Condition
Search strings used in SQL in brackets, % is a wildcard a 460-486 Pneumonia excluding influenza '%PNEUMONI%'; '%LONGONT%'; '480%'; '481%'; '482%; '483%'; '484%'; '485%'; '486%'; '% 480%'; '% 481%'; '% 482%; '% 483%'; '% 484%'; '% 485%'; '% 486%' 510.0 Empyema within the respiratory system, with mention of fistula '%EMPYEMA%'; '5100%'; '% 5100%'; '510.0%'; '% 510.0%' 510.9 Empyema within the respiratory system, without mention of fistula '%EMPYEMA%'; '5109%'; '% 5109%'; '510.9%'; '% 510.9%' 513.0 Abscess of the lung '5130%'; '% 5130%'; '513.0%'; '% 513.0%' a A wildcard '%' stands for any series of characters. Using wildcards is necessary because of the presence of multiple diagnoses and the combination of text and ICD9 coding within the Carenet discharge field.
